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CHANGING FREQUENCIES AT
NULCA
Welcome to the first Chairman’s report.
The transition from organisation to company has been
relatively seamless thanks to Shirlee’s input.
Unfortunately, we are still all on tender hooks waiting for any
new covid outbreaks although generally we have had trouble
free travel the last few months.
While NULCA has committed to attending NO DIG in Sydney
the first week in October, we cannot guarantee what to expect
or the attendance of members and any travel restrictions. Due
to this we have kept a low-key approach this year.
While we have not had a lot of input into the programme or
been able to run our own stream, but we do intend to make the
most for any members that attend.
A dinner will be organised for one of the nights.
Accommodation has been up in the air as some of the local
hotels are supplying rooms to returning compatriots which has
hindered our plans.
We hope everyone can stay safe, keep working and get through
these troubling times.
Ian Lambert

GENERAL INFO
• COVID 19
Sydney has recorded a
few new cases which may
effect some interstate
travel while coming off
the last outbreak in
Melbourne.
• Next General Meeting
Tuesday 13th July
• No Dig Down Under
5-8 October
• We need your help with
newsletter content.
Please contact us or
reach out at the next
meeting
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Mini survey the results are in!
In February we released a mini survey to understand what our
association can do to promote you and our industry. The
number of respondents was lower than expected but for
those that did respond we thank you for taking the time.
What we learnt is that we are doing ok internally but need to
get some ‘street cred’ out there amongst industry.
There were some ideas relating to website, newsletters and
membership structure and the committee have put their
thinking caps on to see what we can do.
A lot of work has gone into NULCA Ltd and the objectives of
the committee are aligned to those of the members.

Continuing Education Units
Remember between 1 July 2021
and 31 December 2021 you will be
requiring 40 CEU to renew.
Collect your points:
10 CEU: Attendance at a NULCA
general meeting
10 CEU: Completion of DCL PreExcavation Management Webinar
15 CEU: Current membership of
NULCA
20 CEU: Attendance at a DCL
recognised damage prevention
conference
35 CEU: Provision of evidence of
work in the locating industry for
previous 24 months by way of
submission of a logbook

Courtesy of NSW ACT
Dial Before You Dig Facebook page:
Amalfi Beach Club has found an abandoned
telecommunications cable under Bondi Beach believed
to be in use between 1917 and 1932. Abandoned
networks can still be valuable and could be re-used or,
may in-fact be Heritage listed in NSW.
Remember - you still need to take care not to damage
networks no longer in use.

50 CEU: Pass a DCL recognised 1day skills upgrade course
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STAYING IN FOCUS

Send us your best photo and win!

Send your best industry pic to: admin@nulca.com.au
Photos must be taken in landscape and need to be better than this one!
Winner gets to choose $50 bunnings or BWS voucher
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WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS
from March to May 2021
Macedon Ranges Locating Service - Jake Sutherland
Subsurface Mapping - Geoff Warren
Geolaird Pty Ltd t/a Service Locator S.A. - Leon Dickinson
LGC Global Pty Ltd - Shane Lawrence
Ground Scan - Luke Bennett
Pipeline Technology - LIam Cathpole
AP Drain Inspections - Michael Coleman
Bandicoot Locators - David Knowles

DO YOU DO SOCIAL?
Here are a couple of
fun Instagram follows:
#surveyorlife
#locatorlife
If you know of others drop
us a line!
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FEATURE ARTICLE

KEEPING IT PROFESSIONAL
Australia is a big country with deserts, mountain ranges, tropical rainforests and sweeping
coastlines. As you travel around you meet all types of people from all walks of life and you
hope as you move through the masses you come across people who value the same things
you do and provide the same level of courtesy to you as you would to them.
The construction industry can be pretty rough and I am sure there still exists a mentality
amongst some of our clients out there of just getting ‘it’ done to tick a box. Safety and
quality are all priorities of the modern workplace, we hear it on every induction we do and
preach it in our submissions to clients just to be able to work in the first place but how
often do we practice what we preach and how do we respond when we get put in the spot
to do something we know we should not?
In my 15 years as a cable locator and NULCA associate member I have found that this group
of people are like minded and do work to the same values as me - we care for our clients
and want to do the best job we can to help them stay safe and provide quality to their clients
and all the stakeholders.
Sometimes it’s hard to speak up, other people’s pressures are often passed on to us and their
short comings in planning of time, cost, access, resourcing become our problem even
though we had nothing to do with it! So what do we do? We put our head down and work
systematically, to process and check ourselves before we move on.
I recently saw some markings on the footpath in an
area I was working and felt someone out there had
let us all down. It kind of made me laugh and I knew
what they were trying to say but I felt it could have
been communicated just a little bit better. I thought
of all the people out there who can interpret “NFI”
and wondered what they would be thinking of the
person responsible for this – did they really have
NFI, there must be some idea or did they just decide
not to try?
As NULCA Ltd re-calibrate their objectives let’s keep up the professionalism and
commitment to our task as individuals and continue to raise the bar and demonstrate the
difference between us and them.
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FROM THE SUPPLIERS
Save the dates:
• NULCA 1 DAY TRAINING 21st June
CANCELLED – NEW DATES TBC

MEMBERS DEALS
ImpulseRadar PinPointR
What makes the PinPointR such a popular GPR with
professional locators?
• Real Time Sampling and dual frequency
system with next level performance
• A four-wheel design which is tough
lightweight makes it easy to lift and
transport.
• Handy tools to improve results in demanding
soils.
• Included ViewPoint software makes marking,
calibrating soil conditions and reporting fast
and easy for your clients.
• ViewPoint works with any Android device
(android 6 or above) reducing costs
• Inbuilt GPS system, or optional RTK external
GPS allows utilisation of the ViewPoint
software

are offering NULCA members a special
discounted price and including a second
battery valued at $749.00. Call if you are
ready to update your old system or move
into utility detection using GPR.
http://www.accessdetection.com.au/products
/pipe-cable-locators/gpr/pinpointr-utilitydetection-gpr/

SPECIAL PRICE $24,990.00
EXCLUDING GST Save $5,000.00
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Vivax Metrotech AUS
Ph: 02 9972 9244

…
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SURVEYORS CORNER
Yes - we know this Association is for Locators not Surveyors, however…
We are part of the greater mapping and spatial
data space. There has been a trend for locating
companies to get on board with land surveying
AND, lets not forget a lot of our base information

MGA 2020
AUSTRALIA’S GEOCENTRIC DATUM

DBYD (plans and-the-like) come from Survey.
So, to get the ball rolling (and maybe test
readers patience), we have started a little section
called ‘Surveyors Corner’.
This time around to keep it neutral, we thought
we would introduce you to its name sake, the
Australian landmark “Surveyor Generals Corner”
Check out more here:
www.pocketoz.com.au/afe/state-corners.html

The Australian Government has committed
$225m to provide 10cm (or better) accurate
positioning to anyone, anywhere in
Australia in the near future!
To enable this role out, there needed to be
some updates to our Geospatial reference
system.

For more information visit:
icsm.gov.au/gda2020

And check out the video here to help
understand why the shift is necessary:
www.resources.qld.gov.au/titlesvaluations/initiatives/gda2020-queensland
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